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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is a progress report for FY2018-19 and workplan going forward into FY2019-20 

and beyond. The National Department of Education’s Data Office continues to work 

towards the overall project objective of an established education management 

information system (EMIS) with a national and state level data management policy 

and processes. The goal is to provide quality reporting of agreed education sector 

indicators supporting evidence-based decision-making. To achieve this objective 

substantial effort has been dedicated towards establishing the national policy and 

processes which can also be standardized throughout the states, while ensuring 

indicators can be measured accurately, allowing for quality time-series analysis to 

underpin policy and planning. 

Ensuring that stakeholders remain clear on the project objective is key to ensuring 

the initiative remains on-track and delivers on stakeholder’s expectations. However, 

as the project evolves new objectives become known. It is now clear that schools 

and are very keen to improve their own data management. While we have deployed 

a tool to help schools with this, a lot more support and training will be needed for 

the digital transformation to take place at the grass root level. As the FedEMIS 

matures and overall data quality improves, more resources can be diverted to 

helping the schools on the ground. 

A lot of work has been done so far in this fiscal year. Aside from the normal data 

management activities the most important new development are briefly discussed 

below. 

 A final version of the FedEMIS Education Survey Tool Android app is being 

finalized which will greatly improve data by streamlining data collection, 

storage, analysis and consistent report. 

 An improved FSM Education Indicators Report was designed and published 

July 1, 2019. A new revision will be published soon with the added missing 

data. This is a shorter version of the NDOE Education Statistics Digest 

launched last year focusing on the fixed set of 25 indicators. 

 A new special education module is in development with some parts of it 

already in used by some states. 
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 The data validation and audit is a yearly event aimed at constantly improving 

quality of data. It has been completed in Kosrae and Pohnpei with Chuuk and 

Yap coming in September. 

 The FedSIS Student Information System was launched last year and we will 

start diverting a lot more resources to try to address the various challenges 

we are facing in the FSM context. The states DOE staff are now quite familiar 

with the system and each state has a number of school with acceptable 

Internet connection that are currently using the FedSIS. 

 We are piloting the use of mini education servers in school, which could be 

used to run FedSIS for school without Internet. 

 We are now using a mostly backwards compatible School Accreditation 

framework so various modifications were necessary in the FedEMIS. This is 

nearly ready with training schedules for September. 

 In collaboration with UNICEF we have developed a WASH survey to be 

included in the FedEMIS Education Survey Tool. The survey tool will be ready 

for training in September with the reporting, analysis components coming in 

the next fiscal year. 

 We have been conducting various trainings on FedEMIS/FedSIS, Excel, data 

analysis with only one more large training event coming in Mid-September. 

 We are pioneering a public app called the Pacific Open Education Data app in 

an effort to publish our increasingly good quality data. This app will be 

available to all stakeholders and the public at large from the Google Play 

Store and Apple Store. Think of this app as the NDOE Statistics Digest on 

your phone/tablet. This will be a first of its kind in the Pacific and beyond. 

 Exams remains a challenge as the data is now in scattered excel 

spreadsheets with no easy way to integrate this with the FedEMIS. We are 

working towards a solution for this. 

 A new consulting firm has been selected to help with the education quarterly 

performance reporting. Their work has commenced with an expected first 

draft quarterly report template ready before end of September. 

All of this work is made possible with the assistance of the OIA of the United States’ 

DOI and ADB. 
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ACTIVITIES UPDATES 

Here is a slightly more detailed summary of all our major activities so far this year. 

Android App Component 

This android app is called the FedEMIS Education Survey Tool. It is a tablet app for 

data collection and seamless integration with the FedEMIS.  

Progress to date: 

 The FedEMIS Education Survey Tool is in its final stages of testing and 

development and scheduled to be ready by end of August 

 A new School Accreditation survey that addresses all concerns of the school 

accreditation core team 

 A new WASH comprehensive survey done in collaboration with UNICEF 

In progress, scheduled before end FY2018-19: 

 Finalize the app and integration with the FedEMIS 

 Conduct training in September 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Enter maintenance mode (i.e. fix any remaining (hopefully) minor issues, 

further training) 

 If more surveys are desired they need to enter the full Analysis->Design-

>Development->Maintenance systems life cycle 
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FSM Education Indicators Report 

A lot of important building block were put in place during the early phase of this 

project, among which the NDOE Data Management Policy, including indicators for 

measuring and reporting on education sector performance. Work has been done in 

the FedEMIS to help support this policy and reporting of these indicators. 

Progress to date: 

 A standardized FSM Education Indicators report showing for most indicators 

the current figures along with a trend over the past 5 years. The first version 

was submitted on the deadline of July 1 TODO. 

 Most indicators of the report are supported by FedEMIS 

 Easy production of the FSM Education Indicators Report using the FedEMIS 

data warehouse, excel and word 

Challenges: 

 The states find it difficult to submit all the end of year data in time for the July 

1 deadline of the indicators report. While most of the indicators report can be 

produced before the end of year data submission some indicators depend on 

this (e.g. attendance, repeaters, graduation). 

 Some indicators from the finalized indicators policy requires either more data 

cleanup or new or better data collection to be reliable 

 Some indicators supported by FedEMIS are currently not produced by 

FedEMIS as the data is not yet fully streamlines into it. The main example of 

this is Exams which we are currently working on. 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Every indicator (if possible) to be produced by FedEMIS 

 Finalize the FSM Education Indicators Report (while this is mostly final there is 

room for improvement) 

Special Education Module 

While this is not part of the Terms of Reference in FSM it comes for free through 

work done in RMI and regional collaboration. Special Education (SpEd) has been a 

desired feature for some time by some key people at the national and state levels.  
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Progress to date: 

 Technical requirement specifications for a more comprehensive SpEd module 

in FedEMIS were written has part of work under ADB and PSS in RMI that will 

closely translate to here in FSM. 

 The workbook (shown in Figure 1: FedEMIS Special Education Data Collection) 

was extended to collect special data in-line with the IDEA1 and United States 

EdFact data submission guidelines 

 The new data collection tool was presented to national and state SpEd 

stakeholders, was well received and a small set of new requirements came out 

of it. 

In progress, scheduled before end of FY2018-19: 

 Extend the FedEMIS data warehouse to house the new detailed special 

education data 

 Build an online SpEd module in FedEMIS to access a analytics dashboard and 

PDF automatically generated reports. 

On the workplan FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Build in requested features from national and state stakeholders 

 Further training 

 Assess possibility of building SpEd component in FedSIS 

 

                                                
1 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act - https://sites.ed.gov/idea/  

https://sites.ed.gov/idea/
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Figure 1: FedEMIS Special Education Data Collection 

Data Validation and Audit 

The data validation is an annual activity meant to improve the quality of data and 

involves a visit to each state to a number of schools. Several team including 

members of the NDOE and SDOE work together to visit each school and do a 

student head count and birth date verification. This data is then used to verify 

submitted data in the school annual census workbook.  

The data validation has been completed in both Kosrae and Pohnpei. Chuuk and 

Yap are scheduled to be completed in September. 

Student Information System 

One of the core activities of the FedEMIS project is the adoption of a related tool 

used to help support activities at the school level. An Education Management 

Information System (EMIS) is typically designed to help improve the education 

system based on empirical evidence through education data. It can be useful to 

various stakeholders including people in decision making roles, principals and 

teachers. However, it is not usually a tool used directly in schools to manage its day 

to day activities. These tasks are often accomplished using a Student Information 

System also known as a School Management System. 

 

In FY2017-18 an evaluation of various solutions to bring student data management 

directly to schools was conducted (Hachey, Weital, & Syne, FedEMIS Report - SIS 

Pilot, 2018). It was decided to adopt an open source solution and invest in to add 

support for features desired in FSM.  

 

Progress so far: 

 FedSIS was deployed as a stable version (See screenshot Figure 2: FedSIS 

student enrolment sample from last year 

 At least three major training events took place 

 A complete user guide was developed2 

 Various schools got to the point of recording most of their student enrolment 

and are now using the FedSIS for this school year. 

                                                
2 http://docs.pacific-emis.org/doku.php?id=sis_user_manual_responsive_version  

http://docs.pacific-emis.org/doku.php?id=sis_user_manual_responsive_version
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 The SDOE were trained and are getting very comfortable in using the system, 

some states are close to an expert level user level (i.e. totally capable of helping 

others with the various features of the system). 

 A complete training using production data to help schools setup more 

thoroughly then last year. The training was quite successful. A data analysis of 

the self-assessment of participants can be viewed in Appendix B – Training 

Participants 

Challenges: 

 The Internet in many schools identified was just not good enough with barely 

enough bandwidth to load even the most basic of web pages. 

 State data team need more training to be better able to support their schools 

 More active support by the state to their schools is needed. 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Further training will be provided to the SDOE and schools for the schools that 

have reliable Internet. 

 An increasingly larger amount of effort and resources will be dedicated to 

bring the tools, skills and support to the schools 

 Approaches for low bandwidth and no Internet are being evaluated and could 

be brought to schools as early as next year. 

 

Figure 2: FedSIS student enrolment sample from last year 
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School Server 

As part of our effort to improve data management not only at the NDOE and SDOE 

but also for remote underserved schools we are piloting a school server that will 

run a local copy of FedSIS which otherwise requires a reliable Internet connection. 

Progress so far: 

 Procured school servers3 (shown in Figure 3: School mini server for remote 

schools) 

In progress, scheduled before end of FY2018-19: 

 Deploy a local copy of FedSIS 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Evaluate whether this approach or some other approach is more successful 

at reaching remote schools often with less advanced technology skills 

 

Figure 3: School mini server for remote schools 

School Accreditation 

The school accreditation system is one of the primary tool of the NDOE and SDOE. 

This item was on the FY2017-18 workplan. However, after launching it a number of 

issues were raised by the school accreditation core team that hindered some 

aspects of the FedEMIS School Accreditation module full adoption. 

Progress so far: 

                                                
3 https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/product-briefs/content-access-

point-2-product-brief.pdf  

https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/product-briefs/content-access-point-2-product-brief.pdf
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/product-briefs/content-access-point-2-product-brief.pdf
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 A completely new backwards-compatible School Accreditations system 

 All the feedback from the core team that could reasonably be addressed was 

addressed 

Challenges: 

 The school accreditation wanted needed advanced features non-trivial to 

develop before they could use the tool on the ground (e.g. multiple 

inspectors doing single survey with ability to merge offline) 

In progress, scheduled before end of FY2018-19: 

 Complete the missing pieces to have a complete streamlined FedEMIS School 

Accreditation module from tablet data collection on the ground, seamless sync 

of data into the FedEMIS to the automatic production of reports and analytics 

dashboard 

 Training schedule in September 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Enter maintenance mode (i.e. fix any remaining (hopefully) minor issues, 

further training) 

WASH 

In collaboration with UNICEF we are developing a comprehensive WASH survey to 

be included in the FedEMIS Education Survey Tool. 

Progress so far: 

 A new WASH survey already built in the FedEMIS Education Survey Tool. 

In progress, scheduled before end of FY2018-19: 

 Training schedule in September for the survey 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

 Build the analysis and reporting component of this new comprehensive 

WASH data into the FedEMIS 
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FedEMIS/FedSIS Trainings 

Critical to the success of this project is constant on-going support and training. We 

had several training planned for this FY2018-19. Full details for any of the following 

can be provided in their respected document which includes the workshop agenda, 

event photos, participants attendance and data analysis on the participants self-

assessment of acquired knowledge and skills. 

Progress to date: 

 FedEMIS/FedSIS Training #1 Conducted in each of the four states with a 

focus on flexible reporting with FedEMIS’ data warehouse, excel and word.  

 FedSIS by OS4Ed contractor Conducted in April-May in all states. The focus 

was to provide training on FedSIS and evaluate the environment within the 

schools where various Internet related challenges were identified. 

 FedEMIS/FedSIS Training #2 Conducted in August in Pohnpei with the 

states. The focus of the training was to help the states setup the schools with 

reliable Internet to use FedSIS. 

In progress, scheduled before end of FY2018-19: 

 FedEMIS/FedSIS Training #3 Scheduled in September in Pohnpei with the 

school accreditation core team and other stakeholders. The focus of the 

training will be training on the new revised FedEMIS School Accreditation 

module including the tablet and data analysis. 

On the workplan for FY2018-19 onwards: 

 On-going reinforcement training on FedEMIS/FedSIS for various stakeholders 

of NDOE/SDOE 

 On-going reinforcement training on data analysis for education for various 

stakeholders of NDOE/SDOE 

 Increasing training and support targeting schools 

The Appendix B – Training Participants provides a summary data on attendance and 

learned concepts.   
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Annual Data Meeting 

This annual meeting took place the week of 10-14 June 2019 in Pohnpei. Here are 

the themes of this workshop  

 FedEMIS Progress Overview 

 Data Management Improvement 

 Data Management Improvement 

 Data Management Policy Review 

 FedEMIS Training 

 FedEMIS Workbook Training 

Details of all discussions, activities, participants, attendance and self-assessment 

available in TODO.  

Public Data Android App 

As part of our initiative to improve data management, we are launching a novel way 

to disseminate data. This app, which will be available to the public, is called the 

Pacific EMIS Open Education Data app. It will be available for people with Android 

tablets/phones and (likely) be available for people with iPhones/iPads. 

Progress to date: 

 Conceptual design of the public data dissemination app (shown in the photos 

below) 

In progress, scheduled before end of FY2018-19: 

 Finalize the app first version with integration with the FedEMIS 

 Launch in Google Play Store and Apple Store 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onwards: 

If this data publication platform gathers interest from stakeholders we can continue 

further improving it by publishing an ever increasing amount of data and increasing 

quality. 



 

 

 



 

Exams Module 

The standard exam in use in FSM is the NMCT. FSM works with a third-party 

consultant to develop an exams analysis tool. Integration between this tool and the 

FedEMIS is desirable for further data analysis but a hard challenge. 

Progress to date: 

 A brief prototype of what could be done using the FedEMIS exam module has 

been demonstrated. 

 The advantages of integrating the exams data into the FedEMIS has been 

discussed (e.g. correlating student exams performance with other things like 

teachers and their qualifications) 

 An online exams analysis dashboard was developed in FedEMIS 

 PDF automated reports were developed in FedEMIS 

Challenges: 

 Integration of both the external exams analysis tool requires close 

collaboration between developers and extra effort. This process needs to be 

streamlined and automated. It is still unsure the direction this will take. 

On the workplan for FY2019-20 onward: 

 Process all exams data into FedEMIS to provide a simple way to have quality 

exams data analysis for reporting (i.e. online dashboard, hard copy PDF 

reports, and statistics digest) 

 Evaluate best approach going forward to integrate any external exams system 

with the FedEMIS. 
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WORKPLAN 

While the original workplan for FedEMIS Phase 2 (FY2018-19) evolved a little with 

needs, it remarkably resembles its original form. Tremendous progress was made 

and most activities are on schedule. A number of ad-hoc activities occurred which 

would normally bump some activities further down the line but the team managed 

to absorb those without too much affecting the overall plan. Examples of ad-hoc 

activities taking significant time: 

 Ad-hoc data requests by third parties (e.g. ADB EQAP consultant team). Some 

of those data requests were not in a format ready to deliver so in some cases 

could take a couple of days to process and submit. 

 Various technical difficulties including major power issues in Pohnpei (daily 

hour-long power outages.) This problem was largely addressed by hosting 

FedEMIS in the cloud with FSMTC. 

 Changing requirements. The Teacher Performance framework was originally 

part of this phase on the workplan but the actual framework was not ready 

for adoption and still being worked by education advisers. It was replaced 

with other activities such as the Pacific EMIS Open Education Data app. 

The latest version of the 5-year master workplan is shown Figure 4: FedEMIS Long 

Term Workplan Progress Updat. It shows progress of major tasks (see the black 

lines inside the red/blue bars for percentages of tasks completed). 

  



 

 

Figure 4: FedEMIS Long Term Workplan Progress Update



 

FINANCIAL STATUS 

While activities only started later in the fiscal year the spending of the budget is well 

on time and is being allocated almost entirely as planned with some minor 

exception. A single reprogramming was done to outsource a technical assistance to 

improve the quarter reports. 

Current fiscal year status 

Nearly $400,000 out of the $556,074 grant was either spent or is already committed 

as shown in Table 1: FY2018-19 - SEG 5% Account: A1-15-97-97-27213-19. The bulk 

of the remaining money is for travels for upcoming training and data validation 

events.  



 
Table 1: FY2018-19 - SEG 5% Account: A1-15-97-97-27213-19 

SEG 5% Account: A1-15-97-97-27213-19 

Item Description/Details Location Unit Cost Unit  Original Cost Reprogrammed Encumbrance Spent Enc+Spent 

          
Account 8001 - Personnel  

8001 - Personnel Total  $                 -     $                      -     $                  -     $                -     $                -    

8101 - Travel  
Data Validation Travel by NDOE team to SDOE and 

selected schools (Public-Private) for 

monitoring and data quality 

assurance ( 1 week ) 

PNI-CHK  $    1,650.00  4  $       6,600.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
PNI-YAP  $    2,626.00  4  $     10,504.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
PNI-KSA  $    1,505.00  2  $       3,010.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00        

        
Training of 

FedEMIS/FedSIS #1 

* Continued training on FedEMIS 

(Education Management System) 

* Continued training on FedSIS 

(Student Information System) 

* Target audience is principales and 

teachers 

PNI-CHK  $    1,650.00  3  $       4,950.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
PNI-YAP  $    2,626.00  3  $       7,878.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
PNI-KSA  $    1,505.00  3  $       4,515.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00        

        
Training of 

FedEMIS/FedSIS #2 

* Continued training on FedEMIS 

(Education Management System) 

* Continued training on FedSIS 

(Student Information System) 

* Target audience is principales and 

teachers 

PNI-CHK  $    1,650.00  3  $       4,950.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
PNI-YAP  $    2,626.00  3  $       7,878.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
PNI-KSA  $    1,505.00  3  $       4,515.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00        

        
Training of 

FedEMIS/FedSIS #3 

* Continued training on FedEMIS 

(Education Management System) 

* Continued training on FedSIS 

(Student Information System) 

* Target audience is principales and 

teachers 

YAP-PNI  $    2,626.00  20  $     52,520.00      

  $       430.00  4  $       1,720.00      
CHK-PNI  $    1,650.00  20  $     33,000.00      

  $       420.00  4  $       1,680.00      
KSA-PNI  $    1,505.00  20  $     30,100.00      

  $       420.00  4  $       1,680.00      
PNI-PNI  $       420.00  4  $       1,680.00        

        
Annual Data 

meeting 

* FedEMIS Task force annual 

meeting to discuss EMIS policies and 

procedures 

CHK-PNI  $    1,650.00  4  $       6,600.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      
YAP-PNI  $    2,626.00  4  $     10,504.00      
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* Finalize FSM education indicators 

* Hands-On training on FedEMIS for 

Data Managers and IT Staff 

* Hands-On training on FedSIS 

(Student Information System for 

Schools) 

for Data Managers and IT Staff 

* Target audience is Data Managers, 

IT Staff and Decision Makers 

  $       430.00  1  $          430.00      
KSA-PNI  $    1,505.00  4  $       6,020.00      

  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      

PNI-PNI  $       420.00  1  $          420.00      

          

8101 - Travel Total  $   205,774.00   $       185,774.00   $     13,707.59   $   41,629.35   $   55,336.94  

Account 8201 - Consumable Goods  
Printing Printing of Education Statistical 

Digest report (color book) 
  $         35.00  300  $     10,500.00      

Software Hosting and Domain Fee 
  $       800.00  1  $          800.00      

Workshop Meeting venue 
  $       300.00  25  $       7,500.00      

Meeting venue (large group) 
  $       500.00  5  $       2,500.00      

Hardware 

(consumables) 

Mini School Servers 

  $       775.00  8  $       6,200.00      
Portable Wireless Gears 

  $       300.00  3  $          900.00      

          
8201 - Consumable Goods Total  $     28,400.00   $         28,400.00   $       7,244.60   $     2,100.67   $     9,345.27  

Account 8301 - Contractual Services  
Technical Support Software Architect 

  $  70,000.00  1  $     70,000.00      
Information Systems and Data 

Adviser (on-the-ground adviser)   $117,000.00  1  $   117,000.00      
Student Information System Expert 

Trainer   $  70,000.00  1  $     70,000.00      
Senior Android Developer 

  $  32,000.00  2  $     64,000.00      
Wiring fees 

  $         75.00  12  $          900.00      

          
8301 - Contractual Services Total  $   321,900.00   $       351,903.00   $   181,316.00   $ 144,884.00   $ 326,200.00  

Account 8401 - Fixed Assets  

8401 - Fixed Assets Total  $                 -     $                      -     $                  -     $                -     $                -    

Total          $   556,074.00   $       566,077.00   $   202,268.19   $ 188,614.02   $ 390,882.21  

 

 



 

Next fiscal year proposed budget 

Next fiscal year’s proposed budget was already submitted and is included below. 

Table 2: FY2019-20 - SEG 5% Account: A1-15-97-97-27213-20 

SEG 5% Account: A1-15-97-97-27213-19 

Item Description/Details Location Unit Cost Unit Cost 

      
Account 8001 - Personnel 

8001 - Personnel Total  $                -    

Account 8101 - Travel 

Data Validation Travel by NDOE team to SDOE and selected 

schools (Public-Private) for monitoring and 

data quality assurance ( 1 week ) 

PNI-CHK  $    1,650.00  4  $     6,600.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-YAP  $    2,626.00  4  $   10,504.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-KSA  $    1,505.00  2  $     3,010.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00    

    
Training of 

FedEMIS/FedSIS #1 

* Continued training on FedEMIS (Education 

Management System) 

* Continued training on FedSIS (Student 

Information System) 

* Target audience is DOE staff, principales 

and teachers 

PNI-CHK  $    1,650.00  3  $     4,950.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-YAP  $    2,626.00  3  $     7,878.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-KSA  $    1,505.00  3  $     4,515.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00    

    
Training of 

FedEMIS/FedSIS #2 

* SPC provided Indicators training 

* Target audience is DOE staff, principales 

and teachers 

PNI-CHK  $    1,650.00  3  $     4,950.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-YAP  $    2,626.00  3  $     7,878.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-KSA  $    1,505.00  3  $     4,515.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00    

    
Training of 

FedEMIS/FedSIS #3 

* Continued training on FedEMIS (Education 

Management System) 

* Continued training on FedSIS (Student 

Information System) 

* Target audience is DOE staff, principales 

and teachers 

YAP-PNI  $    2,626.00  20  $   52,520.00  

  $       430.00  4  $     1,720.00  

CHK-PNI  $    1,650.00  20  $   33,000.00  

  $       420.00  4  $     1,680.00  

KSA-PNI  $    1,505.00  20  $   30,100.00  

  $       420.00  4  $     1,680.00  

PNI-PNI  $       420.00  4  $     1,680.00    

    
Annual Data meeting * FedEMIS Task force annual meeting to 

discuss EMIS policies and procedures 

* Review FSM education indicators 

* Hands-On training on FedEMIS for Data 

Managers and IT Staff 

* Hands-On training on FedSIS (Student 

Information System for Schools) 

for Data Managers and IT Staff 

* Target audience is Data Managers, IT Staff 

and Decision Makers 

CHK-PNI  $    1,650.00  4  $     6,600.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

YAP-PNI  $    2,626.00  4  $   10,504.00  

  $       430.00  1  $        430.00  

KSA-PNI  $    1,505.00  4  $     6,020.00  

  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  

PNI-PNI  $       420.00  1  $        420.00  
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8101 - Travel Total  $ 205,774.00  

Account 8201 - Consumable Goods 

Printing Printing of Education Statistical Digest 

report (color book) 
  $         35.00  240  $     8,400.00  

Software Licenses 
  $  16,000.00  1  $   16,000.00  

Workshop Meeting venue 
  $    1,500.00  4  $     6,000.00  

Meeting venue (Internet) 
  $       500.00  4  $     2,000.00  

Hardware 

(consumables) 

Mini School Servers 

  $    1,000.00  10  $   10,000.00  

Portable Wireless Gears 

  $       350.00  0  $                -    

      
8201 - Consumable Goods Total  $   42,400.00  

8301 - Contractual Services 

Technical Support Software Architect 
  $  70,000.00  1  $   70,000.00  

Information Systems and Data Adviser (on-

the-ground adviser)   $117,000.00  1  $ 117,000.00  

Student Information System Expert Trainer 

  $  50,000.00  1  $   50,000.00  

Education Performance Reporting Advisor 

  $  50,000.00  1  $   50,000.00  

Senior Android Developer 
  $  20,000.00  1  $   20,000.00  

Wiring fees 

  $         75.00  12  $        900.00  

      
8201 - Consumable Goods Total  $ 307,900.00  

Account 8401 - Fixed Assets 

8401 - Fixed Assets Total  $                -    

Total          $ 556,074.00  

 

  



 

APPENDIX A – TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRESS UPDATES 

In this Appendix, the progress report on the deliverables for each technical 

assistance contracted within this project is included here. 

Information Systems and Data Adviser, Technical Lead 

Original deliverables on contract 

Herein all the deliverables that were on the original contract of 

consultant/contractor. 

Refine FedEMIS based on Feedback 

Various issues identified from past efforts and being fixed and/or improved. 

 
Android App Continued Development and Integration 

The main work in particular here is coordinate activities for the School Accreditation version 2 

based on the core teach feedback and a new WASH survey to be added in the FedEMIS Education 

Survey Tool. 

 
Staff Evaluation Module 

This will not happen this year since the NDOE/SDOE are not ready. This work depends on the 

technical assistance of contracted education advisors before we can even think of integrating this 

into the FedEMIS. Replaced with new work shown in next section. 

 
School Server 

Procurement complete. Waiting for 6 school servers to deploy  

 
Budget Module 

Complete writing design specification or budget module version 1. Only remaining task is 

supervising development of software into FedEMIS. 

 
Capacity building 
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Annual Data Meeting and FedEMIS/FedSIS Training # 1 complete along with ad-hoc training with 

local colleagues. 

 

 

New deliverables based on evolving needs/challenges met 

Herein are deliverables planned that were not part of original scope of work but 

became important. They are either added to or replace some of the original 

deliverables and done on a best effort basis. 

Design technical specifications for comprehensive WASH module in MIEMIS 

In collaboration with UNICEF in the region complete specification for a comprehensive school 

survey to collect a large amount of useful Water, Sanitation and Hygiene data. Related to this 

consultant now coordinates development of this framework into the android tablet app. 

 
Design technical specification for the Pacific EMIS Open Education Data app 

Design specification completed and now supervising the software development of the Android 

and iOS app. 

 

 

Senior Full Stack Developer and Software Architect 

Original deliverables on contract 

Herein all the deliverables that were on the original contract of 

consultant/contractor. 

Issues with previous contracts deliverables are fixed 

Various issues identified from past efforts and being fixed and/or improved. 

 
A new Budgets module is developed  

A big part of the underlying database components and procedures are in place. Still need to 

expose this to the user in FedEMIS online. 
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The school annual census workbook tool is improved  

The school annual census has seen many improvements in particular new solid data validation 

tools to support state in cleaning their own data before submission. 

 
The newer version of the School Accreditation Framework 

Most core components have been developed in a development branch of the FedEMIS. It is 

backwards compatible with previous version with tools to move the old data across to the newer 

module. The integration with Android Education Survey App is nearly complete. Only putting all 

the pieces together, tests and pushing to production remains 

 
New minor features are developed along with various new warehouse enhancements 

Too numerous to list here. The interested reader can view the software development commit logs 

at https://bitbucket.org/softwords/pineapples/commits/  

 
Some basic training has been provided 

Ad-hoc support is provided for advanced use of the data warehouse. Further training to the local 

National Department of Education (NDOE) technical team to take place when consultant come for 

a visit in September. 

 
 

Android Developer 

Original deliverables on contract 

Herein all the deliverables that were on the original contract of 

consultant/contractor. 

FedEMIS Education Survey Tool School Accreditation Version 2 

This item concern developing all the features requested by the school accreditation core team 

after trialing the school accreditation android app version 1. The UI is significantly improved from 

before, the offline merge feature is mostly complete, and the automatic production of the FORM B 

reports is mostly complete. Final testing, minor features and deployment remains.  
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Pacific Education Open Data app  

The conceptual design of the user interface is complete. Coding of this for both the Android and 

iOS platform is on-going.  

 
 

Senior SIS Expert 

Original deliverables on contract 

Herein all the deliverables that were on the original contract of 

consultant/contractor. 

First 4 weeks trip to FSM with 1 week for each state 

Completed in April, May and June. 

 
Second 4 weeks trip to FSM with 1 week for each state  

 

 
Develop standard report card for Schools with Training 

On-going  

 
Teachers configuring their own course scheduling 

Data managers were training at least 3 times on this. Further training will be provided in-house 

 
 

Development of a new Rotating Bell Schedule functionality 
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Development of a new audit trail feature 

This feature is not necessary for the adoption of the FedSIS but very useful in tracking who does 

what. Scheduling to be deployed in production by next month. 

 
Thorough testing of new features and ongoing bug fixes 

 

 

Education Performance Reporting Expert 

Work schedule to start mid august. 

Original deliverables on contract 

A first draft of 5 informative but concise Integrated Plans 

submitted by the State and National Departments of Education for a round of feedback by 

stakeholders

 
A first draft of 1 standard and uniform quarterly performance report developed

 
A first draft of 5 informative but concise quarterly performance reports 

submitted by each of the State and National Departments of Education

 
Initial Staff training on drafting meaningful performance reports 
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APPENDIX B – TRAINING PARTICIPANTS 

This appendix only shows a summary of participants’ attendance and self-

assessment on concepts learned for each training events.   For more details on the 

training events, you can get the respective workshop agenda handout. 



 

Annual Data Meeting 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

How would you describe your ability to reset your password if you loose it?

How would you describe your ability to find the place to upload your annual school census

workbook once logged into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to take your excel workbook and load it into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to read the data validation errors when trying to load your

excel workbook into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to fix most common data issues in your workbook following

the FedEMIS data validation error messages?

How would you describe your ability to access the FedEMIS and login using your own use?

How would you describe your ability to reset your password if you loose it?

How would you describe your ability to find the place to upload your annual school census

workbook once logged into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to take your excel workbook and load it into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to read the data validation errors when trying to load your

excel workbook into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to fix most common data issues in your workbook following

the FedEMIS data validation error messages?

How would you describe your ability to access the FedEMIS and login using your own use?

How would you describe your ability to reset your password if you loose it?

How would you describe your ability to find the place to upload your annual school census

workbook once logged into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to take your excel workbook and load it into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to read the data validation errors when trying to load your

excel workbook into the FedEMIS?

How would you describe your ability to fix most common data issues in your workbook following

the FedEMIS data validation error messages?

How would you describe your ability to access the FedEMIS and login using your own use?
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FedEMIS/FedSIS Training #1 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

How would you describe your ability to find the data you are looking for in the FedEMIS data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to install Microsoft SQL Management Studio?

How would you describe your ability to produce chart analysis from your pivot tables from the data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to retrieve the data warehouse table or view into Excel?

How would you describe your ability to style tables and charts in excel and update the link in Word to see your…

How would you describe your ability to use styles in a word document and automatically produce a table of…

How would you describe your ability to find the data you are looking for in the FedEMIS data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to install Microsoft SQL Management Studio?

How would you describe your ability to produce chart analysis from your pivot tables from the data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to retrieve the data warehouse table or view into Excel?

How would you describe your ability to style tables and charts in excel and update the link in Word to see your…

How would you describe your ability to use styles in a word document and automatically produce a table of…

How would you describe your ability to find the data you are looking for in the FedEMIS data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to install Microsoft SQL Management Studio?

How would you describe your ability to produce chart analysis from your pivot tables from the data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to retrieve the data warehouse table or view into Excel?

How would you describe your ability to style tables and charts in excel and update the link in Word to see your…

How would you describe your ability to use styles in a word document and automatically produce a table of…

How would you describe your ability to find the data you are looking for in the FedEMIS data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to install Microsoft SQL Management Studio?

How would you describe your ability to produce chart analysis from your pivot tables from the data warehouse?

How would you describe your ability to retrieve the data warehouse table or view into Excel?

How would you describe your ability to style tables and charts in excel and update the link in Word to see your…

How would you describe your ability to use styles in a word document and automatically produce a table of…
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FedEMIS/FedSIS Training #2 

 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

How would you describe your ability to create a school calendar?

How would you describe your ability to setup your Grade Scale?

How would you describe your ability to find existing staff if you need to update their data?

How would you describe your ability to add new staff if some are missing?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a student excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your student data?

How would you describe your ability to identify which school you are actually in once you have logged in the

FedSIS?

How would you describe your ability to use portal notes for your school?

How you would describe your ability to create the marking periods for your school?

How would you describe your ability to create the periods of the day for your school?

How would you describe your ability to Grade Levels, Rooms, Sections for your school?

How would you describe your ability to produce the whole course catalogue in the course manager for your

school?

How would you describe your ability to find students and edit data in group (e.g. assign section A to whole

group of student in one operation?)

How would you describe your ability to add new students to the system one by one?

How would you describe your ability to do a Teacher Re-Assignment for a course period already started?

How would you describe your ability to schedule students into course periods?

How would you describe your ability to view some schedule reports?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Administrator on behalf of teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a staff excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your staff data?

How would you describe your ability to load your student/staff exc el spreadsheet into the FedSIS correctly

doing all the mapping of the fields from Excel spreadsheet to FedSIS fields?

How would you describe your ability to locate the production (real) FedSIS and login with your user?

Chuuk
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Intermediary

Advanced
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

How would you describe your ability to create a school calendar?

How would you describe your ability to setup your Grade Scale?

How would you describe your ability to find existing staff if you need to update their data?

How would you describe your ability to add new staff if some are missing?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a student excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your student data?

How would you describe your ability to identify which school you are actually in once you have logged in the

FedSIS?

How would you describe your ability to use portal notes for your school?

How you would describe your ability to create the marking periods for your school?

How would you describe your ability to create the periods of the day for your school?

How would you describe your ability to Grade Levels, Rooms, Sections for your school?

How would you describe your ability to produce the whole course catalogue in the course manager for your

school?

How would you describe your ability to find students and edit data in group (e.g. assign section A to whole

group of student in one operation?)

How would you describe your ability to add new students to the system one by one?

How would you describe your ability to do a Teacher Re-Assignment for a course period already started?

How would you describe your ability to schedule students into course periods?

How would you describe your ability to view some schedule reports?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Administrator on behalf of teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a staff excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your staff data?

How would you describe your ability to load your student/staff exc el spreadsheet into the FedSIS correctly

doing all the mapping of the fields from Excel spreadsheet to FedSIS fields?

How would you describe your ability to locate the production (real) FedSIS and login with your user?

Kosrae

Intermediary

Advanced
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

How would you describe your ability to create a school calendar?

How would you describe your ability to setup your Grade Scale?

How would you describe your ability to find existing staff if you need to update their data?

How would you describe your ability to add new staff if some are missing?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a student excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your student data?

How would you describe your ability to identify which school you are actually in once you have logged in the

FedSIS?

How would you describe your ability to use portal notes for your school?

How you would describe your ability to create the marking periods for your school?

How would you describe your ability to create the periods of the day for your school?

How would you describe your ability to Grade Levels, Rooms, Sections for your school?

How would you describe your ability to produce the whole course catalogue in the course manager for your

school?

How would you describe your ability to find students and edit data in group (e.g. assign section A to whole

group of student in one operation?)

How would you describe your ability to add new students to the system one by one?

How would you describe your ability to do a Teacher Re-Assignment for a course period already started?

How would you describe your ability to schedule students into course periods?

How would you describe your ability to view some schedule reports?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Administrator on behalf of teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a staff excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your staff data?

How would you describe your ability to load your student/staff exc el spreadsheet into the FedSIS correctly

doing all the mapping of the fields from Excel spreadsheet to FedSIS fields?

How would you describe your ability to locate the production (real) FedSIS and login with your user?

Pohnpei

Basic

Intermediary

Advanced
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

How would you describe your ability to create a school calendar?

How would you describe your ability to setup your Grade Scale?

How would you describe your ability to find existing staff if you need to update their data?

How would you describe your ability to add new staff if some are missing?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a student excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your student data?

How would you describe your ability to identify which school you are actually in once you have logged in the

FedSIS?

How would you describe your ability to use portal notes for your school?

How you would describe your ability to create the marking periods for your school?

How would you describe your ability to create the periods of the day for your school?

How would you describe your ability to Grade Levels, Rooms, Sections for your school?

How would you describe your ability to produce the whole course catalogue in the course manager for your

school?

How would you describe your ability to find students and edit data in group (e.g. assign section A to whole

group of student in one operation?)

How would you describe your ability to add new students to the system one by one?

How would you describe your ability to do a Teacher Re-Assignment for a course period already started?

How would you describe your ability to schedule students into course periods?

How would you describe your ability to view some schedule reports?

How would you describe your ability to mark attendance as Administrator on behalf of teacher?

How would you describe your ability to prepare a staff excel spreadsheet to bulk upload your staff data?

How would you describe your ability to load your student/staff exc el spreadsheet into the FedSIS correctly

doing all the mapping of the fields from Excel spreadsheet to FedSIS fields?

How would you describe your ability to locate the production (real) FedSIS and login with your user?

Yap

Intermediary

Advanced
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FedEMIS/FedSIS Training #3 

 Scheduled in September
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